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Good morning, Chair Velázquez and members of the Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection. My name is Nina Loshkajian, and I am a Legal Fellow at the Surveillance Technology Oversight Project (“S.T.O.P.”), a New York-based civil rights and anti-surveillance group. S.T.O.P. advocates and litigates against discriminatory surveillance. I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on the harms of facial recognition technology (FRT). We urge the Council to ban the use of this discriminatory and invasive software in places of public accommodation.

Thank you, Chair Velázquez, for organizing this important hearing. At the outset, though, we express disappointment at the fact that this hearing is focused on only one small aspect of FRT. The Council has seemingly ignored the growing threat from how this biased and dangerous tool is used by police and landlords. While we are heartened to see the Council paying attention to the issue of use in businesses, a much more comprehensive analysis of the unique harms of FRT in different contexts and legislation banning its use in multiple settings is necessary to protect New Yorkers now. It’s been over two years since S.T.O.P. drafted legislation for the Council to ban the use of FRT, but the Council has not even introduced these bills yet or included them on any committee agenda.

When it comes to FRT in New York City businesses, New Yorkers should not be forced to accept biometric surveillance as part of simple activities like buying groceries or taking their kids to a baseball game. Yet this is the reality in our city, and it will continue to be until the Council acts. FRT puts New Yorkers, particularly Black and brown New Yorkers, at risk, and subjects them to discrimination.

I. Built-In Bias and Security Risks

FRT is biased and error-prone. Artificial intelligence (“A.I.”) is the aggregation of countless human decisions, codified into algorithms. A.I. can learn to be just like us, exacerbating structural discrimination against marginalized communities.¹ In the case of facial recognition, this leads to systems that can be 99% accurate for middle-aged white men under ideal lighting in laboratory conditions, but can be wrong more than 1 in 3 times for some women of color, even under similar conditions.² The same exact software, the same exact hardware—but dramatically different outcomes for Black and brown New Yorkers. Numerous people, disproportionately Black, are wrongly arrested after being misidentified through facial recognition.³

Human bias infects A.I. systems. If a security camera learns who is “suspicious looking” using pictures of inmates, the A.I. replicates human bias and discrimination. When facial recognition software can only recognize two genders, we leave transgender and non-binary individuals susceptible to misidentification and wrongful arrest.⁴ Immigrants suffer as well. A biometric scanning feature on a Customs and Border Protection (CBP) app failed to accept photos of dark-skinned African and Haitian migrants applying for asylum.⁵
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¹ Sarah Myers West, Meredith Whittaker, Kate Crawford, Discriminating Systems: Gender Race and Power in AI, AI NOW INSTITUTE, p 6.
Further, allowing businesses to collect biometric information makes them an even more lucrative target for identity thieves and hackers. Biometric identifiers are frequently used for ID verification and allocating public benefits; this makes an individual’s biometric information an attractive target for fraudsters, as hackers can, and do use biometric identifiers to access computer systems. More dangerous than other personal identifiers like a social security number, biometric identifiers are static and are almost impossible to change. When a hacker acquires another person’s biometric data, it puts them at risk for identity theft for the rest of their lives.

II. Potential for Abuse

Facial recognition can identify any person, at any time, in any place—giving its operator incredible power. In recent months, James Dolan, the owner of Madison Square Garden Entertainment Corporation (MSG), has faced scrutiny for his use of FRT at the company’s venues, including from New York State Senators and Attorney General James. Dolan has used the incredible power of FRT to seek vengeance against MSG’s foes, blocking access to ticketholders who are affiliated with law firms involved in pending lawsuits against MSG. In one case, this meant ejecting a mother trying to watch the Rockettes show at Radio City Music Hall with her daughter’s Girl Scout troop. Business owners, especially wealthy, celebrity business owners, should not be allowed to use such dangerous tech to follow their whims or punish anyone who displeases them. It is easy to envision a situation in which a business uses FRT not only against perceived threats from outside the company, but also against its own employees who sue them for violating the law. The Council must act to stop retaliation against whistleblowers and others exercising their legal rights.

New York Police Department (NYPD) officers reported in open-records litigation that the department used FRT more than 22,000 times in just three years. Officers use pseudoscientific tactics that exacerbate the risk of error, such as running scans of celebrity lookalikes. The Georgetown Law Center on Privacy and Technology documented the kinds of abuses that are “common practice” at NYPD. One of the most egregious practices is that of routinely altering photos. The report revealed that NYPD edits of images “often go well beyond
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minor lighting adjustments and color correction,” and in many instances “amount to fabricating completely new identity points not present in the original photo.”

Police also abuses FRT to surveil protestors. There are reports that the NYPD used FRT to target Derrick Ingram for his leadership of a peaceful Black Lives Matter protest. Police later surrounded Derrick’s home with more than 50 officers as part of a retaliatory raid.

Facial recognition searches are also skewed by where surveillance cameras are placed in our city. The technology is misused in a way that further replicates historical biased policing, with disproportionately high placement of cameras in low-income communities of color. A recent analysis by Amnesty International found that “areas across all boroughs with higher incidents of stop-and-frisk are also areas with the greatest current exposure to facial recognition,” and further, “the higher the proportion of non-white residents, the higher the concentration of facial recognition compatible CCTV cameras.”

III. Business Use of FRT in NYC and the Need for a Ban

Given the bias, invasiveness, and potential for abuse of FRT, it has no place in New York businesses. And yet it does. This year, the Mets implemented a facial recognition ticketing system at Citi Field. In partnership with Wicket, a computer vision company, the Mets are encouraging fans to upload selfies on MLB.com to register their faces and then check-in at the gates. The Mets have touted this system as a new high-tech amenity. But FRT is not an amenity, it is discriminatory surveillance. And it is far from high-tech, as it often struggles to identify faces when people are wearing hats, seemingly an obvious issue for fans headed to a baseball game. Additionally, many of the most popular venues in NYC, owned by MSG, now deploy FRT, and the technology is already used in some grocery stores.

Public accommodations’ use of FRT is already harming New Yorkers, and this use must be banned immediately. We have worked with Council Members to push for a suite of soon-to-be introduced legislation that would ban the use of FRT in three contexts: by law enforcement and other government agencies, by landlords, and by owners of places of public accommodation.

Our proposed legislation specifically prohibits places of public accommodation from using biometric surveillance tools and any information derived from biometric surveillance tools. Our bills also create a private right of action, empowering individuals whose biometric data has been collected illegally. This would prevent
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the types of abuses of the technology that we are seeing in places of public accommodation like MSG. We hope that this proposed legislation will be included on the agenda of a Council hearing in the near future, and that members of the Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection will support it, as urgent action is needed.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.